Abstract Atrial fibrillation (AF) is the most commonly encountered clinical arrhythmia and is associated with adverse outcomes and increased healthcare costs. Racial variations in AF are recognized yet poorly understood. In this review we summarize racial differences in AF epidemiology, risk factors, genetics, and outcomes. We identify novel risk factors, inflammatory mediators and biomarkers associated with AF, which have had limited study in racial and ethnic minorities. We describe the mismatch between risk factor burden and AF. We highlight the limited participation of minorities in trials for AF management and stroke prevention that contrasts with observed racial variability in anticoagulation efficacy and practice. Throughout we provide specific strategies for future directions to address gaps in the epidemiology of racial differences and to meet identified racial disparities. We specifically identify areas for further research. We conclude that addressing disparities in prevention and healthcare resource allocation will likely improve AF-related outcomes in minorities.
Introduction
Atrial fibrillation (AF) is the most commonly encountered clinical arrhythmia and is increasing in prevalence [1] . It is associated with significant and heterogeneous adverse outcomes that include stroke, heart failure, and mortality [2•, 3-5] . Population-based studies have consistently reported a lower incidence and prevalence of AF in non-white racial and ethnic groups. Racial and ethnic differences in anticoagulation practices and effectiveness have not been fully explained. The under-recruitment of racial and ethnic minorities in anticoagulation and stroke prevention trials remains a challenge. Race-specific risk factors that may explain racial differences in AF prevalence and AF-related outcomes have had limited investigation. AF remains a disease most studied in developed nations; data from developing nations, where individuals of non-European ancestry are well represented, are strikingly limited. The present review summarizes the significant challenges and objectives for improved understanding of AF in diverse racial and ethnic groups. Examining such differences may inform AF risk stratification and reduce the complications associated with AF in vulnerable and diverse racial and ethnic groups.
The Prevalence, Lifetime Risk, and Cost of AF
The epidemiology of AF has been defined primarily in Western countries. In the US and Western Europe, the prevalence of AF is 3.3 % in men and 2.4 % in women [6•] . In the US, the lifetime risk of AF is one in four in men and women of European ancestry above age 40 years [7] . The cumulative risk of AF at 80 years of age is 21 % in white men and 17 % in white women. In contrast, by 80 years the cumulative risk of developing AF among African-American men and women has been reported as 11 % [8] . The cumulative risk of AF in Hispanics, American-Indians, Asians and Pacific Islanders has not been determined. In a biracial, community-based cohort, blacks had a 41 % (95 % CI: 8 %-62 %) lower risk of being diagnosed with AF than whites, following adjustment for age and sex compared to whites [8] . We are unaware of a similar study that compares incident AF in the community between whites and non-black racial minorities. Blacks are less likely than whites to be aware of having AF (OR 0.32, 95 % CI: 0.20-0.52) [9••] , potentially contributing towards under-ascertainment and the reported incidence of AF.
The epidemiology of AF in non-black racial and ethnic minorities has had limited investigation. Available data from multi-ethnic communities show a consistently lower AF prevalence among minorities compared to whites. In a multi-ethnic United Kingdom city, the sex-and age-adjusted odds ratio of prevalent AF was determined as 0.09 (95 % CI: 0.01-0.63; p=0.02) in Indo-Asians and 0.27 (95 % CI: 0.10-0.75; p=0.01) in black Caribbeans compared to whites [10] . AF was similarly less prevalent in South Asians (11.8 %; 95 % CI: 8.7-14.8; p<0.001) and black Caribbeans (9.0 %; 95 % CI: 5.7-12.4; p<0.001) than white Europeans (34.8 %; 95 % CI: 31.9-36.8) in a United Kingdom stroke registry [11] . The multivariable-adjusted odds ratio for AF and concomitant stroke was 0.28 (95 % CI: 0.18-0.43; p<0.001) in blacks compared to whites in a hospital-based, prospective analysis [12] . A large survey of male veterans identified the ageadjusted prevalence of AF as 3 % in Hispanics, 3.6 % in Asians, 5.2 % in Pacific Islanders, 5.4 % in Native Americans, and 5.7 % in whites [13] . The differences in study design, methods of AF ascertainment and demographics of study populations make the comparison of AF incidence and prevalence across diverse racial and ethnic groups suboptimal.
In general, the epidemiology of AF in developing regions beyond the Western world has been limited. The global burden of AF has been reviewed and summarized elsewhere [6•, 14] . Limited data from Africa suggest that the prevalence of AF is 1 % to 4.6 % [15] [16] [17] [18] . The prevalence of AF in a community-based cohort in China is estimated at 2.8 % [19] . The age-adjusted AF prevalence rate in individuals >65 years of age in Brazil has been reported as 2.4 % [20] . Most studies outside of Western nations are limited by sample size, study design, and AF ascertainment methods. The heterogeneous nature of ethnic and racial minorities makes regional or transcontinental comparisons a challenge.
In Western nations, AF consumes vast medical and social resources. In the US, the total national incremental cost of AF was estimated at $26 billion dollars in 2008 [21] . The total cost of AF in five European countries was determined to be $8.2 billion dollars in 2006 with inpatient and interventional procedures being the main drivers of cost [22] . There have been limited investigations into whether resource allocation and costs differ by race and ethnicity.
Future Directions Obtaining substantive AF data from developing regions of the world will remain a challenge for the foreseeable future. However, designing low-cost cardiovascular surveillance systems in resource poor settings will help track AF incidence and prevalence. The surveillance systems will provide a map for targeted AF research in developing countries. Developing large-sized racial and ethnic minority cohorts and continued diversification of existing cohorts in Western nations will help the scientific community understand the impact of race on AF epidemiology and allow for tailored public health interventions and AF management across different ethnicities and races.
AF Risk Factors in Racial and Ethnic Minorities

Traditional Risk Factors
The primary risk factors for AF are advanced age, male sex, smoking, diabetes, hypertension, height, obesity, heart failure, valvular heart disease and myocardial infarction [5, [23] [24] [25] . Racial variations in the prevalence of AF risk factors have been described. Blacks are almost twice likely to have hypertension compared to whites (OR 1.86; 95 % CI 1.28-2.94 for men; OR 1.83; 95 % CI 1.28-2.62 for women) but the difference in prevalence rates of hypertension between Hispanics and whites was not found to be significant [26] . In contrast, Native Americans have lower rates of hypertension compared to whites and blacks but a higher prevalence of diabetes [26, 27] . Generally, obesity is more common in non-Hispanic blacks compared to non-Hispanic whites, Hispanics and Mexican-Americans [28] . Coronary heart disease has been reported by the Center for Disease Control as higher among Native Americans than blacks, Hispanics, whites, or Asians and Pacific Islanders [29] .
Despite the generally higher burden of most primary AF risk factors in racial and ethnic minorities, epidemiology studies and clinical trials have consistently shown a lower incidence and prevalence of AF in ethnic and racial minorities [8, [10] [11] [12] [13] 30] . In a prospective community cohort study of about 9,000 individuals (67 % black; 33 % white), the association between primary AF risk factors and AF were generally similar in both whites and blacks [31] . The discordance between the higher AF risk factor burden and the lower incidence and prevalence of AF in blacks has been termed a "racial paradox." Underascertainment and differential mortality may partially contribute towards the apparent lower burden of AF in racial and ethnic minorities. In a prospective, multiethnic study across three continents, AF was ascertained in participants using implanted pacemakers or defibrillators. At 2.5 years of follow up, blacks were noted to have a lower incidence of AF compared to individuals of European ancestry despite a higher burden of AF risk factors [32] . Further investigations are necessary to explain racial differences in the discordance between risk factor burden and AF incidence.
Novel Risk Factors
Novel risk factors for AF include thyroid disease, alcohol intake, obstructive sleep apnea, P wave indices (PWI, electrocardiographic measures of atrial electrical function), and biomarkers. A linear correlation between declining serum thyroid-stimulating hormone levels and risk of AF has been established [33] . Alcohol intake is associated with an increased risk of AF (RR 1.32; 95 % CI: 1.15-1.50 for<4 drinks/day; RR 1.74; 95 % CI: 1.35-2.24 for >8 drinks/day) [34] . Obstructive sleep apnea is associated with incident AF [35] . The contributions of alcohol, hyperthyroidism and obstructive sleep apnea toward the pathogenesis of AF have not been validated in blacks, Hispanics and other racial minorities. P wave duration has been associated with an increased incidence of AF [36] . In a community-based, longitudinal study of~15,000 participants, blacks had a higher proportion of abnormal PWIs (8.0 %-11.3 %) compared to whites (2.3 %-6.3 %; P<0.0001 for all comparisons) but markedly limited incidence of AF [37] . The associations of PWI and AF have had limited investigation in individuals not of African or European ancestry.
AF Risk Prediction
AF risk prediction models provide useful insights to the contribution of the risk factors to AF occurrence and may provide targeted pathways for AF prevention. The development of risk prediction models in racial and ethnic minorities has been challenged by relatively fewer minority cohorts compared to whites. Risk score models have had good generalizability to blacks and an AF risk prediction score that adjusted for race has shown good applicability to blacks [38••, 39] . Development of minority cohorts will enhance AF risk prediction in racial minorities.
AF Biomarkers
Biomarkers have the potential to refine AF risk prediction models and further our understanding of the pathogenesis of AF [40] . Biomarkers associated with AF include inflammatory markers, such as Brain Natriuretic Peptide (BNP, including Nterminal proBNP) and C-reactive protein (CRP). N-terminal proBNP has been shown to be an independent predictor of incident AF [41] . BNP also has been associated with a four-fold increased risk of AF in a longitudinal community-based study [42] . Risk of incident AF is increased with increasing levels of CRP [43] . Blacks are known to have substantially higher levels of CRP [44] . Analyses of~19,000 individuals in the REasons for Geographic And Racial Differences in Stroke (REGARDS) study, showed that 36.0 %-61.0 % of blacks had higher levels of CRP compared to 27 %-40 % of whites [45] . The identification of AF biomarkers has been conducted largely in white cohorts. In general, similar investigations have not been undertaken in non-black minorities. Effect modification by race on BNP and CRP, as risk factors for incident AF, has not been reported to our knowledge.
Future Directions Identifying novel risk factors in racial and ethnic minorities may reveal differences that will further refine AF risk prediction in racial and ethnic minorities. Accurate quantification of AF burden in racial minorities will inform preventive measures against such outcomes.
Genetics of Atrial Fibrillation
The hereditary component of AF in cohorts consisting primarily of individuals of European and Asian ancestry has been described elsewhere [46] [47] [48] [49] . Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have facilitated the discovery of multiple genetic loci associated with AF, primarily in individuals of European and Asian ancestry [50, 51•] . The loci do not account for the extensive AF heritability that has been identified. The underlying biological mechanisms associated with the identified genetic loci are poorly understood [2•] . To the best of our knowledge, AF heritability in individuals of African or Hispanic ancestry/ethnicity has not been defined, primarily because of the unavailability of multigenerational cohorts of minorities. Large GWAS are lacking in blacks, Hispanics, American-Indians and Pacific Islanders and will be essential for our understanding of the genetic associations of AF. GWAS of other races is important because variants observed in multiple races and ethnicities are more likely to represent causal variation [52] .
The emerging field of 'omics' employs varying modalities to uncover the biological system's genomics, epigenomics, RNA, metabolism, and protein expression. Omics are being investigated as a bridge from genetic variants to AF pathogenesis [2•, 53 ]. Yet, the discoveries to date are virtually all in European ancestry individuals, with uncertain generalizability to the world's populations.
Genetic variability is an increasingly prominent hypothesis to explain the persistently identified racial differences in AF [32, 54] . In U.S. biracial cohorts, a 10 % increase in European ancestry was associated with a corresponding 13 % rise in incident AF risk (HR 1.13; 95 % CI: 1.03-1.23; P=0.007) in both blacks and whites. [54] Identifying unique genetic variants may inform the racial and ethnic variations in AF pathogenesis and facilitate developing race-or ethnic-specific strategies for prevention.
Future Directions Establishing multigenerational cohorts of racial and ethnic minorities will allow for the determination of AF heritability. Including ethnic minorities in GWAS will further understanding of the role of genetics in AF pathogenesis. Inclusion of racial minorities in emerging fields of AF studies such as epigenomics, transcriptomics, proteomics, and metabolomics may uncover distinct racial differences in AF pathogenesis, with implications for prevention and management.
AF Complications
Stroke Stroke related to AF contributes significantly to morbidity and medical costs. In a prospective study of a population-based registry, 24.6 % of patient with acute stroke were found to have AF [55] . The use of 30-day cardiac event monitors detected paroxysmal AF in 20 % of patients who had been diagnosed with cryptogenic stroke [56] . Racial and ethnic minorities have been observed to generally have a higher burden of ischemic stroke risk factors than non-Hispanic whites [57, 58] . In blacks the US age-adjusted death rate for stroke is 62.1 per 100,000 in men and 53.4 per 100,000 in women; in contrast the rate in whites is 39.0 per 100,000 in men and 38.6 in women [59] . In general, blacks have more severe and disabling strokes compared to whites [60] . Mexican-Americans have a higher risk (HR 2.46; 95 % CI: 1.19-5.11) and severity (P=0.02) of recurrent stroke than nonHispanic whites [61] .
We speculate that undetected AF may contribute to the increased stroke burden seen in minorities. Hypertension, diabetes, and obesity, are established stroke risk factors, have a higher prevalence in racial and ethnic minorities, and are associated with increased stroke risk. It is important to identify subclinical AF in ethnic and racial minorities and determine its contribution towards stroke risk.
Future Directions Further investigations with enhanced sensitivity for AF ascertainment may provide missing insights into the contribution of AF to stroke in ethnic and racial minorities. Costs and logistics of using sensitive ascertainment methods and recruiting participants willing to undergo extended monitoring is a major challenge. Rigorous studies to define the pathways between AF risk factors and outcomes are essential for developing targeted approaches to prevent strokes related to AF in ethnic and racial minorities.
Heart Failure AF and heart failure commonly complicate each other's course. The baseline prevalence of AF among New York Heart Association (NYHA) class I and II heart failure patients in a prospective study of over 4,000 individuals was 4 % [62] . AF prevalence is approximately 50 % in the setting of NYHA class IV heart failure [63] . Determining the causal relation between AF and heart failure is challenging primarily because of the commonality of risk factors and the reciprocal associations between AF and heart failure [64] . The higher heart failure burden in racial minorities compared to whites has been described elsewhere [65] . The exact contribution of AF to heart failure burden in racial and ethnic minorities merits further investigation.
Future Directions Significant minority representation in investigations into the causal relations between AF and heart failure will help define the contribution of AF to heart failure in racial and ethnic minorities. Racial variations in the causal relation between AF and heart failure may exist. Knowledge of the interrelations of AF and heart failure in ethnic and racial minorities may inform prevention strategies for both adverse conditions. Mortality AF is an independent risk factor for all-cause mortality. In a white, community-based cohort, AF was associated with an increased risk of death in men (OR 1.50; 95 % CI: 1.20-1.80) and women (OR 1.90; 95 % CI: 1.50-2.20) after adjusting for age, hypertension, smoking, diabetes, left ventricular hypertrophy, myocardial infarction, congestive heart failure, valvular heart disease, and stroke or transient ischemic attack [4] . In a sub-group analysis of participants without clinically evident cardiovascular disease in the same study, AF mortality more than doubled in both men and women. The association of incident AF and sudden cardiac death was significantly higher in black participants (HR 5.77; 95 % CI: 2.96-11.24; P<0.001) than in non-black participants (HR 2.49; 95 % CI: 1.49-4.17; P<0.001) in a large community-based cohort (race interaction P=0.02) [66••] . We are not aware of studies that have looked at the relation of AF and sudden cardiac death in non-black minorities.
Future Directions The associations of AF and all-cause mortality and sudden cardiac death merit further investigation in racial minorities. There is a potential to reduce AF-related mortality in ethnic and racial minorities by understanding how AF contributes toward mortality risk in these populations.
Cognition
A cross-sectional study of 6584 mostly white individuals, age greater than 55 years showed an age-adjusted odds ratio for dementia in the setting of AF to be 2.3 (95 % CI: 1.4-3.7) and 1.7 (95 % CI: 1.2-2.5) after adjusting for sex [67] . A post-hoc analysis of over 1,000 individuals with AF at baseline from two clinical trials showed a 1.13-fold increased risk for a composite of the outcomes of dementia, admission to a long-term care facility, and loss of independence. AF had 1.2-fold increased risk for the same composite outcomes in over 2000 individuals who developed AF during follow-up in the same study [68] . Validating these findings in other races and ethnicities is essential.
Future Directions Individuals with subclinical cognitive impairment may be less likely to adhere to treatment [69] . Studying AF-related cognitive decline among diverse racial and ethnic groups has the potential to identify individuals at elevated risk for adverse outcomes. Developing interventions to prevent cognitive decline in AF has the potential to reduce the burden of adverse AF outcomes across diverse racial and ethnic groups.
Symptoms and Quality of Life
The cardinal symptoms of AF are dyspnea and palpitations. Individuals with AF report significantly worse quality of life (QoL) than healthy referents [70] . A subgroup analysis of 716 largely white individuals in a major clinical trial showed a comparable QoL in patients treated with rate control or rhythm control [71] . Similar investigations have generally not been done in racial and ethnic minorities.
Future Directions Since symptoms may lead to the diagnosis of AF, and since symptoms are used in AF treatment guidelines, understanding racial variation in AF symptoms will have diagnostic and therapeutic implications. Accurately assessing the effects of AF on QoL metrics may facilitate developing approaches to improve overall QoL and result in better outcomes.
AF Therapies in Ethnic and Racial Minorities
The Challenge of Anticoagulation in Minorities Warfarin use reduces risk of AF-associated thromboembolism by over 60 % [72] . The estimated annual stroke risk without anticoagulation in the setting of AF is 4.5 % [73] . Racial differences in anticoagulation are evident: compared to whites blacks require higher and Asians require lower warfarin dose [74] . Beyond increased dosage requirements, the time in therapeutic range (TTR), a measure of warfarin efficacy, has been found to be consistently lower in blacks compared to whites after multivariable adjustment [75] . In contrast, observed TTR in Asians and Hispanics was similar to whites [76] . In an AF Medicare cohort, the stroke rate in blacks was 10.6 per 100 patient-years of warfarin therapy compared to a rate of 5.2 in whites [77] . A GWAS conducted in individuals of African ancestry taking warfarin identified a novel SNP that affects warfarin dose independently of previously reported genotypes [78••] . Considering the extensive racial variability of TTR and stroke risk between blacks and whites, it is essential to determine if inclusion of the identified genotype variants will improve warfarin-dosing algorithms in blacks. Generally, data on warfarin efficacy in Pacific Islanders and Native Americans are lacking.
Racial differences in anticoagulation practice exist. Whites generally are more likely to receive anticoagulation than blacks and other racial and ethnic minorities. A retrospective study of a heart failure database showed that blacks were less likely to receive anticoagulation compared to whites after adjustment for multiple variables including age, sex, history of AF, liver disease, and alcohol use [79] . Analysis of in-hospital mortality among approximately 400,000 patients showed that blacks were less likely to be treated with anticoagulants for AF (OR 0.84; 95 % CI: 0.75-0.94) [80] . In a population-based study, the odds of blacks being treated with warfarin were only one-fourth as great as whites (OR 0.28; 95 % CI: 0.13-0.60) [9••] . Similarly, Hispanics, Native Americans and Asian/Pacific Islanders were less likely to receive warfarin in an analysis of hospital discharge records across five US states [81] . The racial differences in anticoagulation practice are unexplained and a profound demonstration of racial disparities.
The data from alternative oral anticoagulants are challenging: blacks made up less than 2 % of the major trials that resulted in the introduction of novel anticoagulants such as dabigatran, rivaroxaban and apixaban [82] [83] [84] . Studies of the efficacy and dose response of anticoagulants were done in populations with little ethnic or racial minority representation. The validity of extrapolating the conclusions to ethnic and racial minorities has not been demonstrated. The lack of successful minority recruitment to clinical AF trials constitutes a major challenge in AF stroke prevention.
Future Directions Increasing participation of racial and ethnic minorities in anticoagulation trials will allow investigators to identify potential differences in efficacy. Further exploration of genotype variants associated with warfarin metabolism will enhance anticoagulation practice in racial and ethnic minorities. It is imperative to study and understand the racial disparities in anticoagulation prescription in order to develop measures to mitigate disparities.
Rate vs. Rhythm Control
There are limited data assessing rate versus rhythm control strategies and outcomes in ethnic and racial minorities. A subgroup analysis of the Atrial Fibrillation Follow-up Investigation of Rhythm Management (AFFIRM) found no significant difference in 5-year survival among blacks randomized to rate or rhythm control (69.4 % vs.79.0 %; p=0.22) [85] . In contrast, survival in Hispanics was higher with ratecontrol (83.9 % vs. 66.5 %; p=0.01). Among whites, overall survival was higher in the rate control group (78.9 % vs. 76.4, p=0.04). AFFIRM was limited by the small sample size of blacks and Hispanics and variations in baseline characteristics of participants.
Future Directions Further clinical trials are essential to replicate the findings from AFFIRM in larger minority cohorts. It is imperative to validate effective treatment strategies in ethnic and racial minorities.
Lenient Versus Strict Rate Control
Strict rate control in AF (heart rates <80 beats per minute) is not superior to more lenient approaches to rate control (heart rate less than 110) [86] . We are unaware of any investigations comparing rate control strategies in racial and ethnic minorities.
Future Direction The non-inferiority of lenient rate control of AF merits validation across all racial and ethnic groups.
Radiofrequency Ablation (RFA)
RFA has been successfully used in the management of AF [87] . To our knowledge, there have not been reports of variation by race in RFA utilization or outcomes.
Future Directions Data are needed to determine rates of utilization and outcomes of RFA among various ethnic and racial groups.
The Persistent Problem of Racial Disparities in Healthcare
The National Healthcare and Quality Disparities report highlights persistent racial differences in healthcare access, quality, and outcomes [88] . Despite technological advances in management, in the US, the percentage difference in heart disease 
Genetics Heritability of AF and GWAS
No reported studies of AF heritability in individuals of non-European and non-Asian ancestry. Current GWAS limited to largely white cohorts.
GWAS in non-European ancestry cohorts to understand racial variations in AF and AF heritability.
AF outcomes Adverse outcomes
Higher ischemic stroke death rate and heart failure hospitalization rates in racial minorities [59] , [96] .
Risk factor quantification, AF ascertainment and consistent adherence to scientific guidelines in stroke and heart failure treatment in minorities. AF QoL and cognitive decline Current studies of AF QoL and AF-related cognitive decline consist primarily of white participants [71] .
AF QoL and AF-related cognitive decline analyses in racial and ethnic minorities Anticoagulation Anticoagulation practice Racial minorities less likely to receive anticoagulation after multivariable adjustment [9••, 79, 81] .
Research barriers to adherence to anticoagulation. Improve implementation of scientific guidelines for AF management in ethnic and racial minorities.
Efficacy of Warfarin
Decreased warfarin TTR in blacks [75] . Efficacy of oral alternatives to warfarin not validated in racial and ethnic minorities [82] [83] [84] .
Validate efficacy of novel anticoagulants in racial and ethnic minorities AF indicates atrial fibrillation; GWAS, genome-wide association study; TTR, time in therapeutic range; QoL, quality of life mortality rates between blacks and whites increased from 18.5 % in 1990 to 27.4 % in 2005 [89] . Racial and ethnic minorities have less access to preventative and recommended care for heart failure, diabetes, and obesity, despite having higher rates of the conditions [88] . Ethnic and racial minorities are projected to collectively be the majority of the US population in the next few decades [90] . This will have major implications for the overall health of the US population if healthcare racial disparities are not addressed. Demographic factors contribute to racial disparities in healthcare. Socioeconomic and cultural factors may affect perception of illness and symptom reporting and result in under-diagnoses and sub-optimal care in ethnic and racial minorities. Minorities are less likely to be insured and have primary care providers [61] . Poor health outcomes and racial disparities in healthcare persist even after adjusting for socioeconomic factors [91] . It is likely that minorities' poor access to healthcare contributes to their under-recruitment in clinical trials [92] . The effects of such disparities are noteworthy in terms of the impact on racial and ethnic minorities' perceptions of treatment, clinical trials, and research studies. The Tuskegee Legacy Project Questionnaire provides another example of a heritage of mistrust. Several decades on, blacks remain apprehensive about participating in biomedical research [93] .
Future Directions Patient education has been shown to improve recognition of symptoms of heart disease [94] . It is therefore likely that educating racial and ethnic minorities on AF will increase the chances of symptom recognition.
Recruiting more ethnic minorities in epidemiological studies and clinical trials will deepen our understanding of racial variations in epidemiology, treatment responses, healthcare utilization and outcomes. Public education on the importance of scientific research and how far science has come in protecting research participants may assist in recruiting racial and ethnic minorities. More epidemiological data on racial minorities will define race-specific risk models that in turn will better inform disease prevention strategies. Increased racial minority AF studies will describe racial and ethnic variations in disease presentation and reduce under-diagnoses and misdiagnoses. Table 1 outlines the significant domains, challenges and potential areas for discovery of AF in racial minorities. Figure 1 illustrates the racial variations and disparities in AF risk factors, detection and AF-related outcomes. A multi-faceted approach is needed to understand racial variation in AF epidemiology and management. Under-recruitment of racial minorities in epidemiology studies and clinical trials has hampered efforts to identify and address racial disparities. Actively enrolling racial and ethnic minorities in such studies will advance the evidence base for AF management. Genetic studies in racial minorities and improved ascertainment in ethnic minorities will help explain racial differences in AF. An improved public health model targeted at ethnic minorities to recognize and act on symptoms of heart disease and stroke will decrease the burden and complications of AF and lessen Fig. 1 Summarizes racial differences and disparities in traditional and novel risk factors; genetic studies, AF detection and symptom recognition; and AF-related outcomes. The role of novel risk factors in AF pathogenesis in minorities has had limited investigation. The contributions of traditional risk factors to AF pathogenesis merits further study. Racial differences in the pattern of AF occurrence may exist but have not been well characterized. Intermittent or paroxysmal AF may be more common in minorities and potentially under diagnosed. Racial and ethnic minorities are less likely to recognize symptoms of AF. Racial variations in warfarin use and efficacy have had limited study. The effectiveness of novel anticoagulants has not been validated in clinical trials enrolling substantive numbers of racial and ethnic minorities. Limited access to care, barriers to trial recruitment, and long-standing racial disparities may be contributing to higher rates of heart failure, ischemic stroke and overall cardiovascular mortality in minorities. Quality of life and mortality related to AF have had markedly limited investigations in ethnic and racial minorities the burden on the health system. Potential research participants should be educated on the mechanisms in place to protect them [97] . Minorities must be made aware of the efforts being made to address disparities in healthcare access and outcomes.
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